chemical management

®

Achieve on-demand access and visibility
into your chemical and compliance risks
across the enterprise.

MSDS management with an end-to-end Environmental ERP solution.
Organizations subject to MSDS related regulatory compliance (like OSHA RTK, TSCA, GHS, TRI and SARA)
typically purchase non-integrated, silo solutions that overcharge for OSHA right-to-know (RTK) due to
dated technology or maintaining a high price by including unnecessary functionality. Enviance provides
pure cloud computing technology to deliver RTK at a fraction of the price of the current market that
includes integration to its best of breed Environmental, Health and Safety core product that spans Air,
Water, Waste, GHG, Sustainability, Incidents, Assessment, Audits and much more.
This is a unique combination of functionality and provides the opportunity for complete services such
as, chemical inventory approval, secondary labeling, emergency response, regulatory analysis, MSDS
authoring for GHS and more.

PACKAGED Solution
Enviance provides best in class full Chemical Lifecycle &
Environmental ERP solutions. Enterprise-levelchemicalandEH&S
compliance solutions are based on cloud computing technology
making it easy for organizations of any size to grow their
solution over time, cost effectively.
Integrating MSDS management base services at the true cost
to deliver provides the basis for operational efficiency and cost
savings throughout the supply chain through to EPA mandated
reporting. Organizations achieve on demand access & visibility
into their chemical and compliance activities across the
enterprise.
• Database of millions of MSDSs
• OSHA RTK, convert paper or import into ebinder,
capture search/retrieval data fields, de-duplication,
archive older documents, establish website, safety
training
• 24x7 hotline, emergency spill, transportation and
medical exposure advice
• Chemical inventory approval
• MSDS and GHS authoring

• Data management/regulatory & supply chain analysis
• Integrated content for regulatory lists, chemical data &
full EH&S CFR for regulatory evergreening
• Secondary labeling

REDUCE Compliance Risk
The first of its kind, the Enviance Environmental ERP solution
eliminates excessive margins from MSDS databases, enables
efficiencies, and significantly mitigates compliance risk
throughout the enterprise. You’ll have a comprehensive and
transparent view of your compliance data, 24x7, 365 days
a year.
Benefits:
• Centralized solution to manage chemical and EH&S
compliance programs
• Corporate-wide visibility across facilities
• Low start-up costs
• Full OSHA compliance typically within 30 days
• Flexible and tailored solution
• Usage quantities – TRI/HAPS – automated EPA submission
• Inventory on-hand – Tier II – submission ready reports
• Supplier & Inventory rationalization

SAVE Time and Money
With more than 10 years of environmental
expertise, the Enviance Environmental ERP
solution is the industry’s first platform
developed using cloud computing
technology. Cloud technology enables
Enviance clients to access environmental
data enterprise-wide from a single,
centralized database providing the
flexibility for customized solutions and
scalability.
The unrivaled functionality of Enviance’s
cloud-based system reduces costs and
complexity at every step – from collecting
and collating data to report generation. The
Enviance Environmental ERP system offers
the following cost and time saving benefits:

Enterprise CLM & EHS Risk Mitigation

Management of Change, Regulatory Content Evergreening

• Eliminate spreadsheet errors by
deploying a consistent, reliable, and
standardized database management
solution across your organization
• Maintain a central repository that
collects and stores data once, and
reports it multiple times - reducing the
time, cost, and risk associated with
handling data multiple times
• Deploy verifiable and transparent data
collection and calculation
methodologies providing confidence in
the data and information reported to
key stakeholders
• Easily connect other information
systems reducing the inefficiency
associated with manual transcription
and aggregation
• Realize the lowest Total Cost of
Ownership (TCO) with proven cloud
computing technology which delivers
these benefits faster and more
efficiently than any environmental
management software solution
available

®

ENVIRONMENTAL ERP
Environmental ERP meets the unique and evolving
business need to measure, understand, report on and
mitigate a company’s impact on the environment
– providing a comprehensive understanding of
environmental performance within the broader business
context.
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ABOUT ENVIANCE: Enviance is the leading provider
of Environmental ERP software. With more than a
decade of experience providing environmental
data management and expertise, Enviance’s proven
system is used by the world’s largest corporations and
government agencies, including: American Electric
Power, ArcelorMittal, Beam Global, Boeing, Chevron,
Continental Resources, DuPont, FujiFilm, Koch Fertilizer,
Los Angeles World Airports, McDonalds, NV Energy,
Pacific Gas & Electric, Patriot Coal, Roquette America,
Sanofi Pasteur, Southern Company, Valero, Vi-Jon
and Walmart. Industry leaders have used Enviance to
streamline GHG management since 2006.
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